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Q-2072

Beginner

Nordic Hygge
2 Placemats

 14½ x 14½" (37 x 37 cm)

FABRIC REQUIREMENT:
Fabrics from series „Nordic Hygge”, 44” (112 
cm) wide.

CUTTING:  Seam allowance is 1/4” (0,75 cm).

Fabric A: 2 squares w. motif 6¼ x 6¼” (16 x 16 cm)
Fabric B-D: 2 squares 6¼ x 6¼" (16 x 16 cm)

Fabric E: 4 rectangles (1) 2¼ x 6¼” (5,5 x 16 cm)
Fabric F: 4 rectangles (2) 6¼ x 2¼” (16 x 5,5 cm)
Fabric E & F: 4 rectangles (2) 7⅞ x 2¼” (20 x 5,5 cm)

Fabric F: 4 rectangles 15¼ x 7⅞" (38,5 x 20 cm) backing

Batting 2 squares matching placemat

B:     4497-051
8” (20 cm)

C:     4497-057
8” (20 cm)

D:     4497-060
8” (20 cm)

A:     4495-006
½ panel

E:     4497-047
8” (20 cm)

F:     4497-059
16” (40 cm)

Danish Design

(1)

(2)
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SEWING OF PLACEMAT:    Seam allowance is 1/4” (0,75 cm).

Join the squares in fabric A, B, D & C to the center
of the placemat, see sketch.

Next join rectangles in fabric E (1) 2¼ x 6¼" 
(5,5 x 16 cm) & F (2) 6¼ x 2¼" (16 x 5,5 cm) at 
the short ends. Join this strip to both sides.

Now join the strips in fabric E & F at the short
end and join them to the top and the bottom of the 
placemat. 

The front of the placemat is created. 

Pls. make 1 more front like this.

Take two of the rectangles in fabric F and with
right sides together join them together along 
the long side, using seam allowance of ½" (1 cm)
and leaving an opening at the center of the seam.

FINISHING & QUILTING:

With right sides together join front & back of the placemat on all four edges.
Place batting behind the front & sew once more along the seam. 

Trim the corners. And turn the placemat inside out through the opening at back. Close opening 
by hand.

Quilt in the seams along the red fabrics and in the seams between the white/grey fabrics in the 
center.

We wish you much success and pleasure with our fabrics and pattern.
Your Team from STOF fabrics.
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